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Welcome to *N Scale Railroading* #121. I hope everyone can enjoy the hobby during these uncertain times.

A question I suspect many of us have about these times is the long term effect on hobby retailers. Like all retailers, will consumers get used to shopping without shops or will we consumers miss hobby shops more than ever? The limited feedback I have received is that we miss walking into our hobby shops.

I’m sorry 121 is a bit late. Some unforeseen circumstances kept me away from the main computer.

Page 13 has the *New Products* section.

---

Page 04: **Sandy Smith** stumbled upon a Kato (Japan) forklift that he loves. Even though this product is not available from Kato USA, the internet has shrunk the world and it is easier to purchase products marketed only for domestic modelers.

Page 12: **Mike Pagano** shares how he created rock castings for a couple of scenes on his layouts.

Page 23: **Jim Reising** has a large railroad with long modern trains that run through full sized scenes with custom built uncompressed structures. He had an idea for a different way to present his The Oakville Sub that sounded interesting and this evolved into this issue’s cover story. I ran out of time to redraw the layout so that should be in a future article.


---

Cover. UP MWCFR in dynamics with 30 reefers passes the iconic Keene (CA) Cafe. The cafe and surrounding structures was scratchbuilt using Google Maps and Street view as source material.
Kato’s “Starter Series” Sets

The Perfect Jump off Point for your Hobby!

Discover N Scale with a “Starter Series” set from Kato USA! Every hobby begins with a single step; start off on the right foot with a Kato “Starter Series” train set! Ideal for beginning modelers who already have a track setup or who are looking to purchase one of Kato’s Master Series Track Sets!

By beginning with Kato’s Master Series Track set and a “Starter Series” train set, and you can create a simple coffee table layout that you can assemble in minutes without having to dedicate space to a permanent layout. Alternatively, you can utilize Kato’s V Series track sets to build more elaborate layouts, complete with scenery that will look great with UNITRACK’s pre-ballasted appearance! Anything is possible with UNITRACK!

Enjoy a hobby with any of Kato’s versatile “Starter Series” sets listed below!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>MSRP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#106-6271</td>
<td>N EMD F7 AT&amp;SF Warbonnet Freight Train “Starter Series” Set</td>
<td>$160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#106-6272</td>
<td>N EMD F7 Union Pacific Freight Train “Starter Series” Set</td>
<td>$160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#106-6273</td>
<td>N EMD F7 AT&amp;SF Bluebonnet Freight Train “Starter Series” Set</td>
<td>$160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Includes EMD F7A Locomotive in the listed scheme, 2 Southern Pacific ACF Covered Hoppers, 1 UTLX Tank Car, 1 Santa Fe Caboose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#106-6285</td>
<td>N GE P42, Amfleet, Viewliner Intercity Express Phase VI 4-Unit &quot;Starter Series&quot; Set</td>
<td>$175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Includes GE P42 Amtrak Phase V Late locomotive, 2 Amfleet II Amtrak Phase VI Coaches, 1 Viewliner 1 Sleeper in Amtrak Phase VI Paint.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#106-8701</td>
<td>N MP36PH METRA Gallery Bi-Level Commuter Train &quot;Starter Series&quot; 4-Unit Set</td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Includes MPI MP36PH Chicago Metra locomotive, 2 Nippon Sharyo Bi-Level Coaches, 1 Nippon Sharyo Bi-Level Cab Coach with directional head and tail lights.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#20-850-1</td>
<td>N Master 1 Basic UNITRACK Oval with Power Pack SX</td>
<td>$115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#20-853</td>
<td>N Master 2 Basic UNITRACK Oval &amp; Passing Siding with Power Pack SX</td>
<td>$210</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See Kato’s latest Amtrak offerings and more at our youtube channel! youtube.com/KatoUSAInc

Stay updated on all of the latest Kato News - Follow us on Twitter and Facebook!

@KatoUSAInc

/kotousainc
While perusing the Walther’s website one night, I ran across this forklift. Always on the lookout for industrial equipment, I had not seen it listed anywhere on the Kato website listings but I liked what I saw. I have been bouncing around N Scale over 50 years (see what happens parents when children are left unattended) and when you see something, a new release, a new old stock item or any desired inventory, you attack it like a great white shark on a feeding frenzy because you may not see it again. A quick call to my favorite hobby shop of record got the little wheels in motion.

Much to my surprise, in the package there were TWO forklift models. (Photo 1) There was no indication that more than one forklift was enclosed since the photo only had one shown (Photo 1A).

I should point out that this is a Kato, non-North American model that found it’s way here by chance. Note the directions with complete Japanese directions. There are a few bits to add to the lift located in the enclosed sprue. A couple of mirrors/lights, a strobe pole and exhaust stack. The yellow painted arm in the back is also a mirror but factory installed. The pieces all went on with ease for me with a dash of some adhesive. Add a bit of paint for the lights and mirrors, sharpens it up quickly and gives it that premium look.
Sliding Into Shops This Month!

Atlas Master® N 4180 Airslide Hoppers

Act Now! Limited Quantities Are Available

- Chicago & North Western
- Northern Pacific
- Rio Grande
- Santa Fe
- Union Pacific

Visit www.atlasrr.com today and sign up to become an Atlas Insider! We’ll deliver all the latest Atlas news directly to your email inbox!
I included a view of a factory fresh unit just arriving on a center depressed, flatcar. The tie downs were taken off right before I got there, no really, they were…

But I couldn’t resist and I weathered one lift by giving the mast some dark grey streaks of grease, lightened tire color and a black India ink wash. Every one of these I have seen in the industrial plants look filthy. Most early models were not air conditioned and when it got warm the operators would simply knock out the glass windows. Ta-Da, Flow through ventilation. Having owned some similar units, the fact that this may be a 1:150 scale model does not bother me, nor should it bother you. Forklifts of this scope just get a bit bigger without much reference to other things. Many of these are tasked with handling everything from 20 foot long container boxes, lumber, precast concrete pieces, other pieces of machinery, steel coils, steel plates, literally anything they can get their forks under. The prototype usually runs out of counterweight capacity, meaning the rear wheels will come off the ground before the lifting capacity is exceeded. Trust me on this one as I once watched two of my employees with two large forklifts use one lift to hold the back end down while the other one lifted the piece. It wasn’t pretty.
N SCALE EMD NW2/SW7
NEWLY TOOLED! YOU’VE NEVER HEARD SOUND FROM SOMETHING THIS SMALL. WE HAD TO RE-ENGINEER OUR ELECTRONICS TO FIT. PARAGON3 WITH ROLLING THUNDER™ NOW IN AN N SCALE SWITCHER! IN STORES NOW.

N SCALE EMD SD40-2
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND, WITH PARAGON3 AND ROLLING THUNDER™, SMOOTH OPERATION, STRONG PULLING POWER AND INCREDIBLE SOUND. QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED. IN STORES NOW.

ALL NEW FROM BLI
CLAIM YOURS TODAY.

HO DIE CAST GG1
ANOTHER NEW TOOLING ALERT! THIS TIME IN HO SCALE. WE LAST DELIVERED THIS PROTOTYPE SOME 15 YEARS AGO TO MUCH FANFARE. WE THOUGHT IT TIME TO REBUILD IT EVEN BETTER WITH PARAGON3 AND ROLLING THUNDER™. ARRIVING DEC 2019.

HO SOUND STOCK CARS
NOW WITH CHRISTMAS SOUNDS! THIS NEW RUN OF SOUND EQUIPPED STOCK CARS FEATURE LIVESTOCK SOUNDS, BUT OUR CHRISTMAS CARS FEATURE THE SOUNDS OF THE SEASON—SANTA, CAROLS, REINDEER AND MORE! IN STORES NOW.

WWW.BROADWAY-LIMITED.COM
Above shows loading a container box on a Peterbilt tractor and flat bed built by George Wolfrum. Early on in the intermodal game just about anything was used to handle small boxes as well as transportation of them. Most containers of this vintage had slots cut into the bottom for forks as well as reinforcement underneath the container. So this lading on a simple flat deck trailer isn’t far off prototype in the 1970’s or early 80’s.

On the previous page I mentioned the rear wheels. The models’ rear wheels steer, a very nice touch.
NEW 40’ SMOOTH SIDE CONTAINER SCHEMES – JUNE 2020

These All new Riveted side models feature our magnetic/IBC pins connections system, highly detailed tooling and precision printings. Multiple Door styles, Front end styles and roofs to match photos. Eras - late 1960’s to early 2000’s.

RESERVE AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER

www.JTCmodeltrains.com
This is a model of a TCM FD-100 lift with the optional counterweight for a hoist capacity of about 35,000 pounds, which would be enough to move any 20’ container boxes. Note how the Kato unit detail level compares well with the older model at the scrap yard. I especially like the black window seal around the glass.

I would love for Kato to bring more of these to the U.S./North American market as these models are very at home everywhere whether factory fresh or soiled a bit.
NEW – 40’ North American style container Chassis schemes. Our Batch 2, New 40’ container chassis will be ready to ship in Q2 of 2020. This newly tooled model features pin holes and metal plates to accept the JTC magnetic connection system. Batch 2 releases will be in Jewel Box packs of TWO chassis.

Based on a North American style prototype; Features include:

- Goose-neck frame design; 10 lug wheel hubs, mud flaps; Landing gear in up and down positions
- Air system simulated on wheel bogeys; Decoration based on photos; 22 hand assembled connection points

40’ CHASSIS - TWO PACKS - MSRP $31.95

SEE YOUR DEALER TODAY

www.JTCmodeltrains.com
Resilient Rock Casting

By Mike Pagano/ Photos by author.
Rio Grande 3027 is Atlas 40 003 788. The EMD GP-30 was a major step from first generation to second generation diesel power. Like all Atlas locomotives, their GP-30 has evolved with more detail, multiple road numbers, and options with DCC and sound.

Pullman/ Milwaukee Road Yellowstone is in the 1947 scheme. (Olympic is also available.) This was before the Pullman company was broken up and these older sleepers were often painted to match railroads’s schemes. Like the prototype, the Dulux lettering is small and hard to see from a distance. The Milwaukee Road sleepers were produced by Micro-Trains for Lowell Smith’s “Pullman Park Series” and are $68.00 each. Click on the image above to go to the website.
Making rock castings from rubber mold is a simple process that is not hard to achieve. Rubber rock molds come in all shapes and sizes. Once you find the size and detail you are looking for, the next step is to create a rock outcropping from plaster. This craft does take a little finesse when casting a rock mold from plaster but the results can be very realistic. When modeling in 1:160, the mold details are usually smaller due to the scale and detail relationship. If you do fine a mold with fine details that fits your needs, you might find that the casting will be fragile and can be susceptible to damage due to the smaller size of the cast.

I have found another casting material sold by Bragdon Enterprises that will cast just as good as plaster and will resist damage. This product is called Cast Satin™ and is part of the Geodesic Foam Scenery system. This resin and hardener can be purchased separately and comes as a two part white odorless polymer resin that yields great detail from a rubber mold. Let take a look at some my results from this product that I used on my layout.

One Example of a Casting

Opening image: The tunnel scene on my former layout was all made with Cast Satin resin and applied to layer Styrofoam scenery. This scene is almost 15 years old and it was applied on a portable layout that had extensively traveled to train shows traveling in a trailer. The rock casting was resilient to cracking due to the constant vibration and handling from traveling and set up. The strength of the casting material provided me the means to have a great looking outcropping that is mostly seen from fragile plaster castings. My outcropping needed to be a lift-out in order to access the track in the curved tunnel. I made this pop out section to be connected with of my rock mold in order to hide the separation lines through the strata in the rock.
Rebuilt War Emergency Hoppers.

These former composite sided hoppers were rebuilt with new steel sides but retained their diagonal bracing. Each of these road names will be available in 6 road numbers: Chesapeake & Ohio post-1952; Illinois Central fc red; Louisville & Nashville; Nickel Plate Road; Pennsylvania shadow keystone; Central Of Georgia post-1951 and Southern permanently coupled pairs. Pre-orders are now open.

BLUFORD SHOPS
www.bluford-shops.com
Craig@bluford-shops.com

Jacksonville Terminal Company, LLC
JTCmodeltrains.com

30,000+ Products In-Stock?
Real-Time Inventory?
Great Prices?
Check, Check & Check.

Why shop anywhere else?

modeltrainstuff.com 888.410.2672

When trackside is roadside....

- 25 years of N scale products.
- Laser-cut Structures & Bridges.
- Advertising & Storefront Signs.
- Highway Signs, vintage & modern.
- New Detail Items.
- Laser-cut Grade Crossings.
- Billboards, roadside & rooftop.
- Laser-cut Graffiti Decals
- 1000’s of satisfied customers.

Blair Line LLC
Dept. NSR
PO Box 1136
Carthage, MO 64836
www.blairline.com

STREAMLINED BACKSHOP SERVICES

www.SBS4DCC.com

IN STOCK - OPEN 24-7
Sugar Cube Speakers
4 Models X 10 Baffles
= 40 Sweet Options

HOME OF THE “SUGAR CUBE”

1000’s OF N SCALE LOCO’S
TRACK - COUPLERS - SUPPLIES

SPECIALIZING IN N-SCALE MODEL TRAINS AND ACCESSORIES
PnP Trains
425-496-8844
www.pnptrains.com
pnptrains@comcast.net
Facebook: PnP Trains
eBay: Ombra

NOW AT YOUR DEALERS
NEW BODY STYLE
40’ Std. 8’6” height corrugated side containers

Jacksonville Terminal Company, LLC
JTCmodeltrains.com
Above and below. The seams of the lift-out are cleverly worked into the rock strata and the details of the Cast Satin™ material are strong enough to handle the constant handling of the lift-out section.
KATO - New York Central 20th Century Limited!

The TCL is the next release in KATO’s famous name passenger train series. We are now accepting pre-orders. Delivery is estimated for this Nov/Dec. Why risk sell-out at some “big box” multi-scale outfit that pushes HO and O-Gauge? Top quality N-Scale is our specialty. Delivery is guaranteed for all pre-orders placed by the 7-31-20 deadline. Lock in your discount price with us for KATO’s all new TCL today!

nscaledivision.com

P.O. Box 7767 Wilmington, DE 19803-0767
Making a Casting from a Mold

The first step in using the Cast Satin™ is preparing the mold with a release agent. The manufacturer recommends a petroleum jelly or a silicone spray followed by a White lacquer paint coating. I am using one of the Bragdon silicon molds that roughly measures 10” x 27”. I will only apply casting material in one location that is close to the size of outcropping I will need for my scene. The next step is to mix the materials in a 50-50 ratio and completely blend the mixture together.
Esther’s Hobby Shop...

If You’re Looking for N Scale
We’ve Got It!

JUST WHAT YOU WANT!

Esther’s Hobbies: Worthy at every angle.

N Scale Railroading #121 June 2020

Serving N Scale for over 40 years.

Membership, $5 per year, includes 6 issues of the NTRAK Newsletter.

Jeff Wilson’s T-TRAK module took first place in Kansas City.

We want to buy your Stuff!

Recycle your Old Trains

We Buy & Sell Engines, Passenger, Rolling Stock, Vehicles, Structures, Track - anything N Scale

Looking for something rare or discontinued? Visit the Pre-Owned page at www.nscalesupply.com. We recycle many odd and unusual N Scale items. Did you buy something on an impulse you really do not want? Changing road names or era? Need extra cash? Planning your estate? N Scale Supply can help you recycle your N Scale. We purchase collections big and small. We deal in anything from old and used to new and mint condition. See our website for more details or contact us at sales@nscalesupply.com

Hundreds of Pre-Owned items available on our website
N Scale Supply stocks 1,000’s of New items
Over 150 Product Lines

www.nscalesupply.com sales@nscalesupply.com
I poured the Cast Satin into the mold area that I chose to replicate. I waited for the material to expand into the mold and waited for the material to set to a soft state. (5-7 minutes) I carefully started removing the cast from the mold and let it continue to harden before I started coloring the cast.

Unlike plaster, the Cast Satin material will not take acrylic pigment paints well due to its composition. Bragdon recommends priming the surface with a coat of artist gesso before adding any color. I colored this rock casting with Payne’s Grey and Raw Sienna followed by a dusting of black powdered tempera paint. I dry brushed the surfaces with titanium white to bring out some of the details.
Above. The last step is to fit the mold to your scene. I used a razor saw to cut the bottom half off and trim the sides.

Above. I cut the side of a Styrofoam hill out with my razor saw and attached the cast to the module next to the tunnel portal.
Above and below. I later filled in the back of the casting with scenery material to blend the outcropping into the hill. Using this type of resilient casting on the end of this T-Trak module will insure the details will not get damaged from handling or during transport.
A Visit To:
The Oakville Sub
By Jim Reising/ Photos by author
Previous page. SD70ACe 8781 leads as Z-BRWC passes CP Canyon north of Caliente. The heavily powered train has 28 wells and 6 reefers enroute to West Colton.

Train QSTOCHI6:

Above. Tier 4 GE 3786 leads QSTOCHI6 with 26 wells and 30 trailers past the Bealville ranch crossing. The ranch house is scratchbuilt with the garage and barn from kits.

Above. QSTOCHI6 passes Keene. The loco consist in addition to the Tier 4 leading has one of the Citirail leasers and a matched set of GP60s in Heritage 3 paint. All structures were scratchbuilt from Google Maps and Street View. The compound on the left can be seen on the Tehachapi-Woodford Road.
Above. QCHISTO6 bound for Stockton, CA approaches CP Canyon westbound, meeting VRICLPC3 enroute to Chicago with 24 articulated auto rack cars.

Train QRICCHI6

Above. QRICCHI6 with 23 wells and 28 trailers has passed CP Canyon and meets Z-WCBR enroute to Portland OR with priority traffic.
Above. QRICCHI6 passes the Caliente crossovers. Warbonnets!

Above. QRICCHI6 (Priority, Richmond CA to Chicago) passes the scratchbuilt Caliente Post Office. Again, Google Maps and Street View provided the information.
Above. QRICCHI6’s Tier 4 GE lead #3804 is running flat out as it climbs the hills out of Caliente.

Above. QRICCHI6 is pulling hard as it goes through the Bealville crossovers and passes empty ballast hoppers in the siding.
Above. QRICCHI6 passes the Bealville ranch.

Above. QRICCHI6 goes under California Highway 58 past Bealville as it continues it’s uphill slog.
Above. QRICCH16 is blowing for the crossing as it meets another Z train at Keene.
Above. QRICCH16 is passing the Oakville Yard throat behind the local Dairy Queen (which has full interior and lighting including menus and a drive through menu in back no one can see) and the local water tower and the water company’s equipment yard.

Above. 3804 passes the Oakville yard office – a very busy place!
Above. The Tier 4 and its train approach the yard entrance.

Above. QRICCHI6 passes the yard entrance. The camera has a good view of the ladder track of the classification yard.

Above. Our train is approaching CP East Oakville.
Train VKCKRIC3:

Above. VKCKRIC3 with EMD SD70ACe 8771 in the lead passes the Oakville yard throat as it continues its journey from Kansas City, KS to Richmond, CA. The train has 24 articulated auto rack cars and is equipped with Micro-Trains’ True Scale Couplers.

Above. Dynamics howling, 8771 blows for the Keene crossing.
Above. VKCKR1C is passing Keene. The Woodford-Tehachapi road is on the left.

Left. Another view of the train passing the Keene crossing.
Above. 8771 has a high green at CP Cliff. Note the PTC folding tower. All Sub trains and track are equipped for PTC per federal regulations.

Above. VKCKRIC is behind the Caliente, CA post office and nearby building – both of which were scratchbuilt using data from Google Maps and Street View.
Above. 8771 exits the Caliente crossovers as it continues westbound.

Above. 8771 nears CP Canyon as it continues passing the oil unit train.

Above. VKCKRIC meets OKBCR, an oil train lead by GE Tier 4 2610 just south of CP Canyon.

Above. 8771 nears CP Canyon as it continues passing the oil unit train.

Train MWCPT:

Above. VMWCPT – A merchandiser from West Colton to Portland, OR with 5341 leading 29 cars passes Keene with dynamics howling.
Above. MWCPT passes CP Cliff.

Left. MWCPT just past Wedding Cake curve. 5341 is blowing for a rural crossing.

Above. MWCPT nears the Caliente horseshoe as it passes behind the post office.
Above. A good overview of the 5341 passing through the Caliente crossovers. This area is frequently used for recrewing trains delayed by heavy traffic on the hill.

Above. MWCPT is at CP Canyon, about to enter the sharpest curve and ruling grade enroute to staging.
Train MFRWC:

Above. MFRWC, a reefer unit train from Fresno to West Colton with Tier 4 GE 2610 leading 30 big refrigerator cars exits a canyon as it approaches CP Canyon.

Above. We’re now past CP Canyon and are meeting a BNSF Q train with double stacks and trailers.
Above. MFRWC is passing the Bealville ranch as it meets VKCKRIC, an articulated auto rack train from Kansas City going to Richmond CA.

Above. 2610 is blowing for the Keene crossing as it makes it’s way toward Oakville.
Train OCRKB:

Left. Here we see OCRKB with 2587 leading 60 cars westbound out of Oakville behind the local Dairy Queen.

Above. The unit oil train is now at Keene. It came from Carr, CO and is heading to a refinery at Bakersfield.

Above. OCRKB is alongside California 58 and will shortly duck under the highway as it approaches Bealville.

Left. The oil train is at CP Canyon as it meets a hot eastbound Z train.
HBARPAS1, a westbound merchandise train led by SD70ACe 8532, consists of 3 units and 53 cars between Barstow, CA and Pasco, WA. The train approaches CP Bridge as it passes the DPU (Distributed Power Unit) on the rear of east-bound “earth-worm” XFRS Lub3 running between Fresno and Lubbock, TX.

As HBARPAS1 exits the crossovers, eastbound UPITSTL, a steel train with 43 cars between Pitsburg CA and St. Louis MO approaches.

Here’s the reason PLCBR needed to cross over – as HBARPAS1 exits the crossovers, eastbound UPITSTL, a steel train with 43 cars between Pitsburg CA and St. Louis MO approaches.

HBARPAS1 is approaching Caliente as it is passed by PLCBR, a passenger special running between Los Angeles and Portland, OR.

UPITSTL continues to pass HPASBAR1 as it exits the Caliente crossovers.
Above. Westbound USTLPIT is a steel train with 43 cars.

Above. The DPU of XFRSLUB is met by priority train ZWCBR – West Colton CA to Brooklyn yard in Portland OR.

Above. XFRSLUB passes the Oakville yard throat. This train is 112 cars with three diesels up front and one pushing in DPU mode. The train is equipped with the Micro-Trains True Scale Coupler.

Above. Lead engine 7505 passes the busy Oakville yard office. A couple of UP locos can be seen behind awaiting their next run.
Above. ZWCBR a hot Union Pacific Z train running between West Colton CA and Brooklyn yard in Portland OR. Here we see the train about to pass under California 58. This hotshot has only 28 wells and 6 refrigerator cars. It must be needed badly in Portland.

Above. ZWCBR passes under busy California 58.

Above. Lead engine 8781 passes the Bealville ranch.

Above. ZWCBR nears Caliente, passing behind the building to the west of the post office.

Above. The hotshot approaches CP Canyon run.
Train USTLPIT:

Above. USTLPIT cruises along the Tehachapi – Woodford Road as it approaches CP Cliff.

Above. Loco 6641 leading USTLPIT from St. Louis MO to Pittsburg CA with 43 cars of steel passes a maintenance crew at Wedding Cake curve, once the site of a tunnel. The tunnel was daylighted when the line was double tracked. The shorter of the coil cars are from 3D printed kits made by Briggs Models of Canada.

Above. 6641 Blows for the rural crossing while the cell tower repairman waits for a lull in traffic.

Above. USTLPIT traverses a canyon heading west from Caliente.
Train PLCBR:

Above. PLCBR a passenger special lead by engine 944 leaves Oakville yard after a brief stopover.

Above. 944’s engineer blows for the Keene crossing. The 3 unit 23 car train left Los Angeles this morning and will terminate tonight at Brooklyn yard, Portland OR.
Above. PLCBR is at CP Canyon as it meets UPITSTL steel train bound for St. Louis MO.
Train 11/14:

Above. There will very occasionally be an Amtrak detour on the Sub. Here we see a Coast Starlight train with three units and 17 cars approaching CP Canyon eastbound.

Above. The detour at Keene. The detouring train is seen south of CP Bridge.

Above. The detouring train is seen south of CP Bridge.
Above. The Amtrak detour passes the Oakville yard throat.

Above. A little later the detour gives us a look at the Oakville fueling pad.
The Oakville Sub
A brief description

The Oakville Sub is a “proto-lanced” layout – it represents a real area but does not conform to the real thing exactly. Location of the prototype for this layout: Bakersfield to Tehachapi California.

The layout was built high because it gives me a “railfan’s view” of the trains.

Construction began July 2008. The layout was basically complete in April 2010. I add points of interest as the spirit moves me.

Track is Micro Engineering code 55 weathered in both standard and concrete tie versions. Switches are Atlas code 55. Crossovers are #10 with the rest being #7. Ballast is from Arizona Rock & Mineral. Minimum radius is 22”, maximum grade one and a half per cent into and out of staging. There is a continuous upgrade from CP Canyon to Oakville.

Control is Digitrax DCC, wireless. I use four power districts: eastbound main, westbound main, Oakville yard, and staging yard. JMRI is used for loco programming. The signaling system is standard block type with the signals built from TrainCat kits and modified with the “Darth Vader” snowshields.

The Sub has an online presence at http://theoakvillesub.itgo.com which shows the early days and a long running thread at Trainboard.com chronicling up to date events: https://www.trainboard.com/highball/index.php?threads/the-new-oakville-sub.36519/

Earlier photos in the thread have been covered with Photobucket’s logo but the more recent section after I switched hosts is fine.

I’d like to acknowledge the assistance of Gary Hinshaw in the preparation of train symbols.

Gary’s layout, Tehachapi B.C., has a lengthy construction thread on therailwire.net’s Layout Engineering Forum

Trackplan squares (the smaller ones) are one foot. There are six tracks in staging and eight in the Oakville yard (not including the mains on either side). It’s a big layout.

Jim Reising Biography

All my life I’ve been into trains.

I can remember Gary, IN in the 1940s seeing the Pennsy trains cross Broadway, the trolleys down Broadway, and of course the South Shore. I had toy trains at an early age, and got a Lionel setup for Christmas.

We relocated to Kankakee IL around 1947 (IC and NYC/Big Four). Modeling went to American flyer with a half basement layout (which sounds grander than it was) which was taken down in favor of HO.

After marriage I built my first N layout for our son.

After job related relocation to Northbrook IL (Metra, Soo, UP) I finally got all the honeydos out of the way and built the first Oakville Sub in a basement room.

Then there was the retirement relocation to Spring Hill TN (CSX). I had retained all the rolling stock and after getting the house the way we wanted it proceeded to finish the basement and build benchwork for the current Sub.

Other than modeling I have had a varied career with the best parts being an audio engineer with a specialty area of high quality audiocassette duplication. I finished my working life as a system administrator.
Last issue I wrote that I think accurate railroad paint is a tricky part of the hobby for most of us. So many of the hobby paint companies have left the market. I am still hoping that we can identify Krylon colors that match railroad colors.

So I was very surprised when folks emailed me that Scalecoat is still being manufactured and available. I remember when they closed but Scalecoat has been available direct for awhile. It is now available from MinuteMan Scale Models in 1oz and 2oz bottles and 6 oz spray cans, in both Scalecoat I and II. Besides a huge number of railroad colors they have scenery colors.

They are at
MinuteMan Scale Models
472 Amherst St
Suite 21
Nashua, NH 03063
603-921-5139

Visit their website at https://www.minutemanscalesmodels.com/category-s/127.htm

Their website isn’t searchable as it could be but I did find almost all of the railroad colors I mentioned last issue. I am hoping to get a paint booth running this fall and try this paint!
See You Next Issue!

• Track and Wiring for the Wisconsin, Minnesota & Northern System by Bill Edgar.
• Great Looking Roads Made with Styrene.
• Over the next several issues the plan is to feature articles on an all-new layout, another articles on Kato F Unit chassis, scratchbuilding structures for an industrial park, modeling a riverbank, ...
• And More!